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Review.

ThSCLT) Let (XrD be an i.c.d. sequence of
r.Vs with

E(Xn)=0 and Var(Xn) =8?
Write Sn=Xi+in+Xn. Then for anycct1,

as
me!) -> Dx:=fs ey

I standard normal distribution)

Below we present a generalized version of the ChT, which
can be proved byusing a similar argument.

Thm) The Lindberg-Feller ihm)
suppose for each , the riv's

Xn,Xu, Xu, un
are independent, with

E(Xr,2) =0, 5n=E(Xim) and Si= ,En.
Suppose for each 930

hi it (ixpksn Xnik ap =o



Then

turn IE.
where Ihas the standard normal distribution.

collary. Let X., X., ..., be independent r.u.s. Suppose that

ESXn) =0 and(Xn) = euniformly.
If S =Var(Xn) - as nto, then

Then

+Xn s,
Sn

where I has the standard normal distribution.

34. Random walks.

34.1 Sums of independentr.U.s.

Let X, X2, ...be independent ofr.r.s. Let

Sn =X,+.. + Xn.

We first study whether in converges.

DefineA=Sw: E,Xn(w) converges].



Notice that for each in, the values of X,(w), ..., Xm-(w)
are not relevant to the question ofwhether weA. More precisely,
for given meAT,

A =Sw: EmXmSwl converges].
Notice that

weAES FMEN, I NIm such thatfor each p =0

/Xp(w) +... +Xxp(w)/< t.

Hence

A =E, Em tSw:/ Xics..... Xip(ask is
It follows that

A =&) Xm, Xm+I,"1.

Hence AtE, 5(Xm, Xmt, ...) -: J.
We call of the tail of field associatedwith X., X2,....

4.1 (Kolmogrov's Zero-One law).

Suppose that X, X2, ... are independentandthat
AtY =m5(Xn, Xnt, ...).



Then either PSA)=0 or P(A)=1.

pf. We will show that A is independent of itself. Hence

P(AMA) =PSA)P(A), i.e. P(A) = P(A),
and hence P(A)=0 or 1.

we prove this in two steps.
Step1:If BE5(X, X2,. XR) andC E 5(Xpt1, XR+2, -"),

then B and C are independent.
clearly, W(X, X2, ..., XR) and 5 (XRt, ..., XRtj(

are independent. Since the second one is a it-system, so

5(X,, X2, ..., Xr) and5) E, 5(Xmt, ..., Xn+j)) =w(Xnt, ...)
are independent.

Step2:If B -5(X, X2,...) and at5, then Band C are

independent.
For any to, since 5 = 0)XR, Xmt, ...) so

I and WIX,"XR) are independent. Itfollows that

of and 2, 5(X,".; Xr) are independent.

Therefore I and 5) EW (X,";DR)) =5(X,,x2, ...) are

independent.



test
inpercent gates WXXn,...), bysteps,

Bythe Kolmogrov's zero-one law, if X,X2,... are independent,
then the set where Xn(w) converges has probabilityeither
0 or 1.

Below we discuss how to determine which of 0 and I is the

probe of the set. First we prove two maximal inequalities.

A4.2. Suppose X., X2,... Xn are independentno.'s with
means and finite variance. For Gro,

PS * (Sp1=2) =I var (Sn).

Remark:ByChebysher inequality, P) (Sn12d):nVarJSn).
Pf of Prop 4.2.

LetAm = Sw:(Scws1Id and ISjwiKG for j<k],k=1, 3..
Then Am are disjoint.

Hence



E)S)= E San Snap
= (An S +2Sn(Sn-Sp) + (Sn-Sp)" dP

=ESAmS" + 2 Sp/Sn-Sp)dP

Since Am and Spare in 53X,.., XR) and Sn-Spin WSXRes, Xnl,

SAp Sm(Sn-SmIdP =2) ApSr(Sn-Sm) dP
=2)) *anSndP)(SP
=O.

Hence

E(SnYr , Sam Shop
=a,P(Am)

=22.P) (Sp1-2).

Prop 4.3. Let X...., Xn be independent. Then for 220,

) n(n1-32) = 3 P((sp1-2).

Pf. Let BR =Sw:pluck 3a andISjss1> 36 for j<k]
Then B., ... Bu are disjointwith EBR=(e(R)-3d)



PS (SR) - 3a)

=P(ISn =2) + P(BDSnIsab
>P(1sn)22) +EP(Bre[/Sn-Splr223)

Since BR, Sn-Sm are independent)
=P(1Snk2d) +2P(Bm)P)/Sn-Smlr2d)
-> p(1Sn)2d) #max P)/Sn-Sp1=22)

IREh-1

=P((Sn122) + max (P((n) =2) +P) (SR) =G1)
/REA-

<

3in P(1SpKG).
#

Now we are ready to prove

44. Suppose that X., X2, ...are independent with mean o.

If Var(Xn)sr, then Xn converges with prob.1.n= 1



Pf. ByProp 4.2.

P) Bs*/Sma-Sn)-s
= I Var (Sitr- Sn)

- Var(XnR).
⑤ Var(XutR).

Lettingr-> 0 gives

4) Se, ISmm-Sn)
> 2) = ,Var3Xntrl

Hence

im PJS, (Sn+r-Sn)-a)
=0. (*)

LetE(n,9) denote the set where sen/sp-5j/>2s
and E(9) =2,E(n,s).
Then EJn,s) N E(z).

Since IS, ISna-Sn) > a) E(n,s)>E(9),
by(*),P(E(91) =0.



Notice that ( Sn diverges (IW*+E(9),
So P) Sn diverges) =0. #

Example 4.5. Consider the random series it, where
the signs are chosen on the toss of a coin. Then

the series converges with prob. 1.


